
In the name of Allah, the compassionate the merciful 

To honorable professors and academic specialists in Europe  

Hello, 

Once again, with the ultimate regret and sorrow, we observed a presentation of 

cultural terrorism in a French magazine regarding the assassination of the beloved 

Holy Prophet character, the Prophet of mercy [PBUH], in Islam and the universe. 

A heinous act that is repeated again after 5 years. 

Our deep sorrow and affliction, as a group of professors in Iranian universities, has 

caused us, on the basis of our responsibilities and epistemological and intellectual 

promises toward the world and Western realities, to briefly raise important issues, 

concern with you Excellencies, start to contemplate and conversate toward 

discovering real and moral experiences. 

1. Centuries before gaining value and authenticity of "freedom", "freedom of 

thought" and "freedom of speech" concepts in Western societies, Islam as a 

progressive religion and the Holy Prophet Himself [Peace Be Upon Him] 

brought, on behalf of the Lord, noble meaning of them through presenting 

their divine and human exegesis. It was in the shadow of this "sacred and 

divine social philosophy" that "Islamic civilization" was gradually formed 

then emerged the peaks of science and insight in Islamic societies and they 

finally took the caravan of humanity tens of steps forward in various fields. 

But freedom rationality in "Western civilization" seems to have other 

natures and implications so that its unpleasant consequences are evident. 

Obviously, on the one hand a distinction must be considered between 

"freedom" and "dialogue", "idea exchange”, " criticize" and "thinking", and 

on the other hand between "desecration" and "insultation", "destruction”, 

"ridicule" and " divulgence". Whatever said or written should not be ascribed 

to the noble nature of freedom, and it should not be oppressed more. 

The value and credibility of freedom is easily turned its pale when subjected 

to "spites," "politicizations," and "deceptions" and is diminished, as it is now 

in Western civilization, through nonsense excuses to violate "supreme 

human values" and "certain human sanctities”. 

 

2. Many of you elites, scholars and experts in European universities are well 

aware that Islam and Muslims never intend toward initiation of "conflict", 

"war" and "fight" against people of the world and the West, but believe 



sincerely and honestly on " human peaceful coexistence". "war-mongering ", 

"bellicosity", "genocide" and "terrorism" are highly out the holy religion of 

Islam and the Holy Prophet’s (PBUH) life manner.  

Islam has always been a supporter of "reasoning", "argumentation" and 

"rationality". It has always preferred "speech" over "war", "dialogue" over 

"monologue", "politeness and sanctity" over "desecration and insultation", 

"fairness and beneficence" over "spites and sanctions", and "freedom of 

thought and enlightenment " over "blind dogma and ignorant imitation". 

However, by ultimate deep regret, what is being indicated about Islam 

among Western people is a kind of "Zionist representations and Hollywood 

teachings of Islam" which have been totally inverted in comparison with the 

truth. 

Our wise supreme leader, Grand Ayatollah Khamenei, sought, in his two 

important letters written for the Western youth, to expel them from 

"structural cage" and " epistemological fence" and to encourage them toward 

"direct study" and " Immediate confrontation" because "the oppressed truth" 

should not be more sacrificed of betrayals and the media tricks of Zionists’ 

dominant propaganda structures in Europe and America. 

O! Excellencies and scientists of European scientific and academic centers, 

Your colleagues in great Iran expect you, the people of insight and thought, 

not to leave “the truth” alone and defenseless in the battle of this cultural and 

predatory terrorism but come on stage and aid that. It must be explicitly 

revealed the "lies", "inversions" and "distortions" institutionalized in the 

West that have alienated you from social authority, and defeated the 

warmongering plans of Zionists and their extremist belligerent American 

allies. 

 

3. O! Venerable friends and colleagues! It is eligible to think about how the 

violence and predatory of some Takfiri movements such as ISIL can be 

related to Islam. On the one hand, one must ask whether the Holy Qur'an and 

the tradition of the Holy Prophet [PBUH] prescribe and denote on such these 

atrocities and savageries? Is the jurisprudence of Wahhabism, Al-Saud, the 

Taliban, al-Qaeda and ISIL the same as jurisprudence of the pure Islam of 

Muhammad [PBUH]? Have the true Shiite and Sunni scholars confirmed 

such these deductions and interpretations of Islam and considered them 

adaptable with Islam?! However, on the other hand, we say that you dears 

are well aware that industrial and terrorist groups such as ISIL have been 



created by the American government, and that "European militias 

construction" have expanded their fronts and strengths in your country and 

other lands, especially in West Asia! 

How is that the "social philosophy of Western civilization" speaks of man’s 

honor, dignity and his soul and supposes "terrorism" illegitimate, but in 

practice, the overt and covert aids of Western governments lead and support 

"terrorist grouping" industry and recruit for them from various western 

societies?!  

O! Excellencies, do not you suppose that such these "great contradictions" 

and "bitter dualities" have caused the collapse and destruction of Western 

social philosophy in the current age? 

Neither Islam nor Muslims must be considered in charge of such these 

terrorist groups emergence, but Western governments, particularly the 

United States and some of its obedient politicians in Europe, as well as the 

favorable seemingly Islamic governments that accompanied them, have to 

be placed in the position of accused ones and reprimanded. 

We deserve the opportunity and announce our deep compliment regarding 

the silence of the European scientific and epistemological assemblies in the 

assassination of martyr Qassim Soleimani, the general of Iran and Islam, by 

the belligerent US government. It seems that the geography of Europe owes 

a lot to that great man, because your cities, streets, alleys , academic and 

research centers would have been captivated by the blind terrorism of ISIL, 

the child of Pentagon and the CIA, if it were not his day-to-day, trans-

sectarian, trans-racial and human endeavors. 

 

4. We know and you know well that the recent historical period of Western 

civilization began to marginalize and struggle with religion and religiosity, 

and then became ostensibly advanced. Now, this path has reached to its end, 

and for decades, its sufferings and challenges have arisen and plunged 

Western society hard into semantic and identity crises, entangling Western 

man toward urgency, wandering, and harmful concerns. 

After several centuries of fast movement in this material orbit, which also 

contained some beneficial material results, but now it sounds here is the time 

to confess about wrong commitment and compensate for this epistemic fault, 

so that the people of the West do not spend more for successive inabilities 

and failures of "man-made social philosophies". 



Undoubtedly, it is deserved that you, the companions of insight and theory, 

seemingly are able to figure the "Return to Religion" movement  out and 

stand against the "institutionalized violence against religion and religiosity", 

especially against Islam and Muslims, and return the "dignity of religion" 

and "sanctity of devotes" toward its original position, and in this true path, 

Zionist-American plans such as Charlie Hebdo's cultural terrorism must not 

marginalize this right-seeking. 

 

5. Whatever takes place in Western civilization is not produced by conscious 

will of the Western people, but on the contrary to freedom ideality and 

motto, which Liberal Democracy sees itself as its gonfalonier, the hidden but 

decisive power in Western civilization is in the hands of "Zionist post-

capitalists" who have taken their seat behind the curtain of politics, 

economics and culture whereas move their puppets as they wish. We ask 

you, Excellencies, with the ultimate respect. When should the European 

academic free-thinkers and theorists make Western societies aware 

concerning the existence of these "hidden evil gangs" and show that the 

policies of Western governments have always been made and defeated by 

the world destructor demands of such these brutal and cruel post - 

capitalists?  

As long as the Western governments and statesmen do not get out of such 

this "structural captivity" and "latent slavery" and consider the real interests 

of their people instead of considering their own interests, no knot will be 

untied and Western civilization will be more rejected than before by 

libertarians and right-seeking people of the world. 

Based on your colleagues’ viewpoint in Iran, the heartbreaking and bitter 

insultation to the Holy Prophet [peace and blessings of God be upon Him], 

who is the annunciator of noble human freedom, dignity and liberty in all 

ages, arises merely from the deception and betrayal of the Zionist politicians 

and actors who, directly and indirectly, express their evil hatred toward true 

Islam and inflict wounds on the hearts of the wise of the globe and millions 

of Muslims who love the Holy Prophet [PBUH]. 

Insulting the prophet of Allah (swt), values and traditions of more than one 

billion people has been permitted by European politicians claiming freedom 

of speech, while insulting Western officials as well as questioning about 

Holocaust quality and its nature has been criminalized in these countries. 

What contradictions that cannot be avoided!  



This letter is a message from the Muslim great nation of Iran, the academicians and 

elites of this vast and civilizing land, so that a group of professors have shared with 

you respected ones, calling for breaking your silence, warning to politicians and 

creating of an enlightenment movement in society. 

We beg the Almighty Lord for your health and success in this momentous path. 

September14, 2020 

A group of Iranian professors, Tehran, Iran. 

 


